3.4M

Total followers

2,424

Verified followers

Simone Biles

2,954,710,460
Total reach

Total reach
The compilation of the full following of your followers.
This metric shows the comprehensive cap on all potential
reach.

@simonebiles



Followers Distribution:

Fake Accounts:

The division of your audience based on usage frequency.

This is distribution of how many followers your audience

This is the breakdown of your fake & real audience. This

This data can aid users in pinpointing inactive and

has. This data is useful to gauge the quality of your

data is useful to see how to best interact with your

abandoned accounts.

audience.

audience.

Genders:

Profanity:

Default Avatars:

The separation of your audience by gender. This

This is the profanity usage breakdown for your audience.

This is the avatar breakdown for your audience. This

information can be useful in both campaign targeting

This data is useful to see how to best interact with your

data is useful to see how to best interact with your

and market research.

audience.

audience.

Followers Activity:
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Top followers Locations:

Private Account:

Grouping by: States

This is the breakdown of your private & public accounts.
This data is useful to see how to best interact with your
audience.

California - 5.95%
Florida - 5.17%
Texas - 4.51%
New York - 3.55%
England - 2.17%
Illinois - 1.93%
Pennsylvania - 1.91%
Georgia - 1.86%
São Paulo - 1.79%
New Jersey - 1.59%
Other - 58.13%

Post Type:

Popular Time To Post:

The type of content your audience is sharing. This

The leading times your

feature adds direction to the style of content to push

audience is posting (adjusted

most frequently.

to your local timezone, Eastern

12a 1a 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a 10a11a12p 1p 2p 3p 4p 5p 6p 7p 8p 9p 10p11p

Daylight Time / GMT-4). This
data presents the opportune
time to share content while
followers are active on the
medium:

1. Sun at 4p
2. Sun at 3p
3. Sun at 2p
4. Sun at 8p
5. Sun at 5p

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun
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Languages:

Popular bio words:

Popular hashtags in posts:

The ability to determine the primary language used in

The words most commonly found in the bios of your

The Hashtags most commonly found in the content of

audience member's personal content. This feature can

audience. This can help narrow in on a target

your audience. This data can lend insight toward the

determine the best way to individualize communication.

demographic.

appropriate trends to include in messaging to provoke
engagement.

- 138k
love - 81k

- 62k
sc - 52k
snapchat - 52k

- 44k
- 44k

The Emojis most commonly found in the content of your
audience. This can aid users in matching the overall tone
of your audience and personalize messaging.

- 272k
- 135k
- 109k
- 96k
- 66k
- 65k
- 61k
- 55k
- 44k
- 43k

#tbt - 19k
#internationalwomensday - 10k
#Repost - 9k
#family - 8k
#instagood - 8k
#photography - 7k

snap - 40k

#friends - 7k

god - 39k

#fitness - 7k

- 38k

Popular emojis in posts:

#love - 25k

#happy - 6k

